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Numerical Analysis of the Vaned
Diffuser of a Transonic
Centrifugal Compressor
A three-dimensional Navier–Stokes solver is used to investigate the flow field of a high
pressure ratio centrifugal compressor for turbocharger applications. Such a compressor
consists of a double-splitter impeller followed by a vaned diffuser. Particular attention is
focused on the analysis of the vaned diffuser, designed for high subsonic inlet conditions.
The diffuser is characterized by a complex three-dimensional flow field and influenced by
the unsteady interaction with the impeller. Detailed particle image velocimetry flow mea-
surements within the diffuser are available for comparison purposes.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2988481�
ntroduction
In the past decades interest has been increasingly devoted to the

evelopment of turbochargers. Because of their compact size,
arge capacity, high performance, and ability to improve specific
uel consumption, turbochargers are widely used in many applica-
ions, such as marine diesel engines, automobile engines, and
mall gas turbines for aircraft engines.

The requirement for high efficiency and compact size has lead
o the widespread use of vaned diffusers in highly loaded tran-
onic centrifugal stages �1–3�. The diffuser is usually subjected to
strong three-dimensional nonuniform unsteady flow discharged

rom the impeller. In order to achieve higher diffuser performance
nd to expand the operating range, it is believed that it may be
ssential to take into account the influence of the impeller flow on
he aerodynamic design. To this aim, in the past years consider-
ble attention has been paid to vaned diffuser flow. Various as-
ects of the impeller diffuser interaction have been addressed both
xperimentally and numerically �e.g., Refs. �4–12��. Notwith-
tanding there is still a lack of quantitative understanding in terms
f impeller diffuser interaction, and the matching of these compo-
ents can be a difficult task for the designers. As a matter of fact
umpsty �1� and Shum et al. �19� state that generally the most
ommon cause of poor performance with high pressure ratio ma-
hines is mismatching and not geometrical details of the impeller
r diffuser shape.

Krain �13� performed unsteady measurements of the flow in the
aneless space and in the vaned diffuser of a high pressure ratio
ransonic centrifugal compressor using the laser two focus tech-
ique. The analysis showed a highly distorted inlet flow in the
panwise direction and an unsteady fluctuation of about 10 deg in
he inlet flow angle with a maximum unsteadiness upstream of
iffuser vanes. The unsteadiness decreased aft of the diffuser
hroat, but experimental data highlighted a large region of low

omentum flow that developed near the diffuser pressure side.
Ibaraki et al. �14,15� investigated the flow in a test compressor

tage for turbocharger applications, focusing on the double-splitter
ransonic impeller using laser doppler velocimetry �LDV� tech-
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nique. The impeller flow of such a compressor was analyzed nu-
merically by Ibaraki et al. �14,15� and Marconcini et al. �16�.

Recently Ibaraki et al. �17� conducted particle image velocim-
etry �PIV� measurements on the vaned diffuser of the same cen-
trifugal compressor stage. They found that the impeller affects the
diffuser inlet flow causing a three-dimensional distortion in the
spanwise direction. The vaned diffuser flow is strongly unsteady
and an inlet angle fluctuation of about 5–10 deg was measured.
The mixing of the impeller exit flow was extremely delayed, and
the impeller wake is still present downstream of the diffuser
throat.

The current study is aimed at analyzing the three-dimensional
flow field of the vaned diffuser previously investigated by Ibaraki
et al. �17�. Both steady state and unsteady analyses were carried
out. The goal was to closely match the operating point near the
design flow rate, where detailed time-dependent measurements are
available for the diffuser. It is believed that a better understanding
of the physical mechanisms, which govern the flow in the vane-
less space between the impeller outlet and the diffuser throat, can
represent the basis for drawing up design guidelines.

Compressor Stage Description
The compressor stage is composed of a centrifugal impeller

with 7 blades and double splitters with 7 and 14 blades, respec-
tively, and a vaned diffuser with 19 blades. The impeller is un-
shrouded with a tip clearance varying from 0.65 mm at the blade
inlet to 1 mm at exit. The size of the radial gap, expressed as the
radius ratio of the diffuser leading edge to the impeller trailing
edge is r3 /r2=1.15. The diffuser vanes are of the double-circular-
arc type and have a constant height equal to the impeller exit
width. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the compressor test rig with the
transonic impeller and the vaned diffuser followed by a volute,
while Table 1 summarizes the main geometrical parameters. The
design rotational speed is 24,700 rpm, and pressure ratio is 3.9:1
with a volume flow, referred to as the inlet conditions, of
6.8 m3 /s, leading to an inlet Mach number of about 1.3. The
vaned diffuser presents high subsonic inlet conditions with an
inlet design Mach number of about 0.95.

Detailed PIV measurements for the vaned diffuser are available;
the experimental procedure was described by Ibaraki et al. �17�.
Due to test equipment constraints a compressor stage approxi-
mately 14% smaller was used, and the impeller peripheral speed

was maintained the same as in the previous works �14,15�. Nev-
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rtheless the pressure ratio of the scaled stage at the design con-
ition was slightly lower due to scale effect and to the influence of
he PIV system �17�. All computations presented in this paper
ere carried out on the full scale stage geometry. Figure 2 shows

he diffuser measurement cross sections in the direction of the
ane height, corresponding to Section A at 67% of the vane span,
ection B at midspan, and Section C at 23% of the vane span.

omputational Procedure
The multirow multiblock release of the TRAF code developed by

mone �18� was used in the present work. The unsteady three-
imensional Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equations are writ-
en in conservative form in a curvilinear body-fitted coordinate
ystem and are used to solve for the density, absolute momentum
omponents, and total energy.

Fig. 1 Cross section of the compressor stage

Table 1 Compressor stage geometrical data

mpeller

lade no. 7+7+14 �double splitter�
nlet hub diameter 94.6 mm
nlet tip diameter 261.3 mm
nlet tip angle 29.8 deg �from tangential�
xit diameter 373 mm
xit blade height 23.5 mm
xit backsweep angle 25 deg

iffuser

lade no. 19
nlet diameter 429 mm
nlet angle 21 deg �from tangential�
xit diameter 590.1 mm
Fig. 2 PIV measurement locations
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The code has recently been used for the design and optimiza-
tion of transonic centrifugal compressor impellers �19,20� and for
the analysis of component interaction in centrifugal compressor
stages �21,22�.

Numerical Scheme. The space discretization is based on a cell-
centered finite volume scheme. Both scalar and matrix artificial
dissipation models introduced by Jameson et al. �23� and Swanson
and Turkel �24� are available in the code. In order to minimize the
amount of artificial diffusion inside the shear layers an eigenvalue
scaling was implemented to weight these terms. The system of
governing equations is advanced in time using an explicit four-
stage Runge–Kutta scheme. Residual smoothing, local time step-
ping, and multigridding are employed to speed-up the conver-
gence to the steady state solution.

Inflow and outflow boundaries are treated according to the
theory of characteristics: the flow angles, total pressure, and tem-
perature are imposed at the subsonic first row inlet, while the
outgoing Riemann invariant is taken from the interior. At the sub-
sonic last row outlet, static pressure is prescribed, and the density
and the momentum components are extrapolated. The link be-
tween rows is handled by means of mixing-planes. Consecutive
rows have a common interface plane, and the match is provided
through the appropriate calculation of phantom cell values, keep-
ing the spanwise distribution while averaging in the blade-to-
blade direction.

A dual time stepping method �25,26� is used to perform time
accurate calculations. By introducing the dual time stepping con-
cept, the solution is advanced in nonphysical time, and all the
acceleration strategies used for the steady computation are ex-
ploited to speed up the residual to zero and to satisfy the time-
accurate equations. The link between rows is handled by means of
sliding interface planes. The phantom cells relative to the interface
plane lie on the adjacent blade passage, and linear interpolations
are used to provide the flow variable values.

The code features several turbulence closures, namely, the al-
gebraic Baldwin–Lomax model �27�, the one-equation Spalart–
Allmaras model �28�, and the two-equation Wilcox k-� model
�29�. In the present work, the Baldwin–Lomax model was em-
ployed.

Computational Grids. The impeller computational domain
was divided into four mesh blocks, one for each of the four semi-
vanes included between two main blades. Each of them was dis-
cretized using an H-type elliptic grid with 149�41�57 points in
the streamwise, pitchwise, and span-wise directions, respectively.
In this way, the total number of mesh cells between two main
blades in the pitchwise direction is 160, and the total number of
grid points for the impeller is 1,392,852. The value of y+ for the
first grid point above the wall, was between 1.0 and 4.0 for all the
blades. For the diffuser vane, a 141�57�57 single-block H-type
grid was adopted.

A three-dimensional view of the computational mesh is shown
in Fig. 3. The impeller tip clearance was discretized with 16 cells,
the clearance region was handled by pinching the blade �e.g., Ref.
�30��, and the tip gap is fully gridded.

Flow Analysis and Discussion
Following the approach suggested by Pierzga and Wood �31�,

the comparison between calculations and experiments was carried
out using the mass flow rate nondimensionalized with the choke
mass flow rate as the equivalence criterion. In a transonic com-
pressor rotor this criterion is applied to ensure that the same op-
erating condition is matched by both the experiments and compu-
tations.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between measured and com-
puted compressor stage characteristics. For unsteady computa-
tions the number of diffuser vanes was modified from 19 to 21. It
is common practice in unsteady stage computations to modify the

blade count in the rotor and/or stator in order to end up with
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easonable memory and CPU time requirements. For this reason
nsteady computations were performed on a stage configuration
ith 7 impeller full blades and 21 diffuser vanes in order to attain

he minimum periodicity with one impeller vane composed of
our semivanes and three diffuser vanes. The impact of such an
lteration on the compressor stage pressure ratio was evaluated by
erforming a steady computation with 19 and 21 diffuser vanes.
sing the steady approach it was not possible to simulate operat-

ng conditions close to the compressor stall because unsteady phe-
omena appear when going toward lower mass flow rates, and the
ode is not able to converge anymore. The numerical stall limit
as considered as the last calculation for which the code con-
erged.

ig. 3 Three-dimensional view of the impeller and diffuser
omputational mesh

Fig. 4 Compressor stage characteristic „full scale geometry…
Fig. 5 Measured and computed „steady state… circumferen

ournal of Turbomachinery

aded 28 May 2010 to 128.113.26.88. Redistribution subject to ASME
Steady Computations
Figure 5 shows the circumferential averaged flow angle and

meridional velocity at a diameter 12% downstream of the impeller
exit. Looking at Fig. 5�a� the computed flow angle at peak effi-
ciency exhibits a large spanwise nonuniformity of about 50 deg.
Since the diffuser was designed for an inlet flow angle of 21 deg,
negative incidence will be experienced from hub to midspan. Go-
ing toward the shroud, the flow angle tends to become tangential
and indicates the presence of a back flow region over 85% of the
span, due to the wake flow discharged by the impeller. This be-
havior was observed on the same compressor by Ibaraki et al.
�17�, as well as in other measurement results �cf. Refs. �3,13��.
The measured flow angles from 23% to 67% span differ by about
9 deg at peak efficiency, while computed results give a difference
of about 14 deg. Considering the near choke and the near stall
conditions, the measured variations are of about 13 deg and 9 deg,
respectively, against computed differences of 15 deg and 17 deg.

The magnitude of the reverse flow region is highlighted by the
spanwise distribution of the meridional velocity shown in Fig.
5�b�. The computed velocity distribution near the stall is in good
agreement with the measured one in terms of both shape and
level. As far as the near stall and the near peak conditions are
concerned, measured points exhibit a fairly constant velocity level
between the 50% and 67% span not detected by computations.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the measured and com-
puted flow angle contours on the three PIV experimental sections.
Computed flow patterns are in good agreement with experimental
ones in all three span heights. In Section A, located at 67% span,
the inlet flow angle is close to the diffuser design value. Moving
toward the hub the inlet flow angle tends to increase, giving rise to
negative incidence, which is particularly evident in Section C
�23% span�, where a flow separation occurs on the vane pressure
side.

Unsteady Computations. As shown in Fig. 4 unsteady com-
putations were performed at various operating conditions. In this
section the analysis of unsteady results was focused on the near
peak condition where detailed time varying measurements are
available.

Starting from a steady state solution as initialization, 200 time
steps per impeller blade passing period were used with five sub-
iterations per time step. The nondimensional blade lift coefficient
based on the pressure distribution was used to monitor the time-
periodic convergence. A good level of periodicity was reached
after 30 rotor passing periods, ten more cycles were performed to
check the stability of the results. Figure 7�a� shows the evolution
of the nondimensional lift coefficient amplitude. The more rel-
evant Fourier harmonics were identified for each blade via the lift
coefficient spectrum analysis �see Fig. 7�b�� and their time evolu-
tion to periodicity is plotted over 40 periods for both the impeller
and the diffuser blades �Fig. 7�c��.
tial averaged flow angle „a… and meridional velocity „b…

OCTOBER 2010, Vol. 132 / 041012-3
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Bearing in mind that for unsteady computations the number of
iffuser vanes was altered from 19 to 21, the impact of such an
lteration on the spanwise distribution of the pitch-averaged flow
ngle is shown in Fig. 8. From the two steady computations it is
bserved that the spanwise shape is modified, resulting in about a
deg lower flow angle up to 60% span and a higher flow angle up

o 5 deg near the shroud. The time-averaged flow angle slightly
iffers from the one obtained using the steady approach, probably
ue to a comparatively large radial gap �r3 /r2=1.15�, which tends
o attenuate potential flow disturbances �cf. Ref. �8��.

Figure 9�a� shows the predicted static pressure rise coefficient
p at midspan of the diffuser vane. The steady and time-averaged
istributions closely match all over the vane surface. Due to the

Fig. 6 Comparison between the measured †17‡ and compu
Sec. C—23% span „PIV…, „b… Sec. B—50% span „PIV…, „c… Se
span, „f… Sec. A—67% span

Fig. 7 Evolution of the lift coefficient „a… and the lift coeffi

diffuser blades „near peak…

41012-4 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010

aded 28 May 2010 to 128.113.26.88. Redistribution subject to ASME
unsteady flow field, at a fixed location of the diffuser surface,
pressure is not a constant, but varies cyclically. These fluctuations
have been stored for every point of both the suction and pressure
sides, and the minimum and maximum Cp registered during a full
blade passing period are also reported. A high level of unsteadi-
ness can be appreciated both on the pressure and suction side from
the leading edge to the trailing edge. The ratio between the un-
steady pressure amplitude and the time-averaged pressure is used
to quantify the level of unsteadiness in Fig. 9�b�. The maximum
unsteadiness is detected around the leading edge where values of
up to 40% are reached near midspan. A level of unsteadiness
varying from 5% to 10% is found on all vane surfaces and a
similar pattern is observed from 23% to 67% span.

flow angle contours and velocity vectors „near peak…: „a…
—67% span „PIV…, „d… Sec. C—23% span, „e… Sec. B—50%

nt amplitude harmonics „b… on the impeller „c… and on the
ted
c. A
cie
Transactions of the ASME
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In Figs. 10�a�–10�c� the time fluctuations of the flow angle in
three positions corresponding to the center of the diffuser vane
pitch, and for three different span heights, are shown. Position a is
located at the diffuser inlet at a radius close to the vane leading
edge. Positions b and c are located near the diffuser throat and
downstream of it, respectively. These fluctuations are plotted
against a normalized time corresponding to the impeller full blade
passing period. Since the impeller has two rows of splitter blades,
four wakes associated with the full blade and the splitter blades
are observed during the passage of one full blade.

In point a �Fig. 10�a�� the flow angle undergoes a spanwise
variation from 23% to 67% span of about 10 deg. The unsteadi-
ness adds another 5–10 deg from the periodic peak-to-peak angle
fluctuation. Compared to position a, distributions in the near
throat position b �Fig. 10�b�� exhibit a slightly greater variation in
the flow angle, in both the spanwise distortion and the timewise
fluctuation. Downstream of the diffuser throat in position c �Fig.
10�c�� the axial variation of the flow angle from the hub to the
shroud is still comparable to the one found in points a and b,

diness „b… on the diffuser vane „near peak…
ig. 8 Measured and computed circumferential averaged flow
ngle at r=1.12·r „near peak…
Fig. 9 C distributions „a… and level of unstea
ffuser „near peak…: „a… point a, „b… point b, „c… point c

OCTOBER 2010, Vol. 132 / 041012-5
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enoting an extremely delayed mixing in the direction of the vane
eight. The unsteady fluctuation at 23% and 50% span is again up
o 10 deg, while at 67% span it decreases to 5 deg. In all the three
onsidered positions the computed results agree qualitatively and
uantitatively with measurements in terms of both the spanwise
ariations and time evolution.

It has to be remarked that unsteady fluctuations seem to persist
ell within the diffuser, and this is corroborated by the instanta-
eous entropy contours near midspan reported in Fig. 11. Here the
et-wake structure of the impeller exit flow is evident. The impel-
er wakes are chopped by the diffuser vane and can even be iden-
ified downstream of the throat without significant diffusion. A
imilar behavior was confirmed by the unsteady flow angle distri-
utions measured by PIV in the work of Ibaraki et al. �17�.

Upstream of the diffuser vanes the time-averaged flow angle
panwise distortion �see Fig. 8� results in a severe incidence dis-
ribution along the diffuser height. The high values of the flow
ngle in the hub region are associated with a negative incidence
nd a consequent leading edge separation. Many authors have
bserved that this situation can lead to the development of a large
egion of low momentum flow on the hub corner close to the vane
ressure side, which then undergoes a strong positive pressure
radient resulting in the flow separation �e.g., Refs. �3,13��. This
haracteristic secondary flow structure was already highlighted by
baraki et al. �17� on the same test compressor studied in the
resent work. On the basis of the PIV measurement results, they
redicted that the separation region would vary over time and
ulse according to the unsteady incidence fluctuation. In order to
nvestigate this unsteady effect, a closer inspection of the interac-
ion between the passing impeller wakes and the secondary flow
tructure was carried out. Figures 12�a�–12�j� show the entropy

Fig. 11 Instantaneous entropy
ontours at midspan superposed on the streamlines on the hub and

41012-6 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010

aded 28 May 2010 to 128.113.26.88. Redistribution subject to ASME
pressure surfaces for ten instants in a blade passing period. The
impeller wakes are convected downstream, chopped by the vane
leading edge into discrete spots, which remain close to the pres-
sure side, and undergo a substantial mixing well downstream of
the throat. Each time a wake impinges the vane leading edge, it
causes an increased negative incidence, which is associated with
an augmentation of the corner separation. This mechanism is re-
peated for four times in a given period and can be appreciated at
t /T=0.1 �Fig. 12�b��, T / t=0.3 �Fig. 12�d��, T / t=0.6 �Fig. 12�g��,
and T / t=0.8 �Fig. 12�i��, when the chopped wake segments 1–4
have just passed the throat.

In light of such considerations it appears thus to be possible to
gain major benefits in improving the diffuser performance through
the reduction in incidence and possibly diminishing the positive
pressure gradient, which contributes to the formation of the hub
corner separation �e.g., Refs. �3,12��.

Summary and Conclusions
A three-dimensional Navier–Stokes solver was used to investi-

gate the vaned diffuser of a high pressure ratio transonic centrifu-
gal compressor for turbocharger applications. Steady state analy-
ses were carried out for the stage with the mixing plane approach
for both the original blade count ratio 7:19 and for a modified 7:21
configuration. Unsteady computations were performed on the
modified configuration and only a 1:3 ratio was considered in
order to reduce CPU and memory resources. The impact of this
choice was checked in terms of the stage operating characteristic
revealing no major influence. Based on the computed results and
comparison with experimental data, the following conclusions are

ntours at midspan „near peak…
made.
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• A severe incidence variation was detected at the diffuser
inlet in the spanwise direction. Both steady and unsteady
computations predicted a flow angle distortion of about
50 deg from the hub to the shroud near peak efficiency.
Experimental data qualitatively confirm the shape of the dis-
tribution with a variation of about 10 deg from 23% to 67%
span. As a result negative incidence is present in the hub
region.

• Unsteady computations confirmed the periodic flow un-
steadiness observed by the experiments in the diffuser inlet
region with temporal variations of the inlet flow angle in the
order of 5–10 deg. Flow angle fluctuations seem to persist
well within the diffuser vane and can be still detected down-
stream of the throat where the impeller wakes are scarcely
mixed out.

• The flow field analysis in the diffuser passage was con-
ducted by correlating the passing wakes to the pulsating
hub-pressure side corner separation triggered by the exces-
sive negative incidence. The physical mechanism associated
with the observed flow structures was identified through in-
stantaneous particle path visualization.

• The good agreement between the numerical and the experi-
mental data sustains the fact that most of the interaction
effects could be captured, and unsteady computations can
represent a reliable tool for investigating the flow develop-
ment in centrifugal stages thus giving a valid support for the
design process.
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omenclature
Cp � static pressure rise coefficient �Cp= �p− p3��pt3

− p3��
ṁ � mass flow

PS � pressure surface
p � pressure
r � radius

Fig. 12 Instantaneous entropy contours at midspan and the
full blade passing period „near peak…: „a… t /T=0.0, „b… t /T=
=0.6, „h… t /T=0.7, „i… t /T=0.8, „j… t /T=0.9, and „k… wake refer
SS � suction surface
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T � period
t � time

Greek
� � absolute flow angle �from circumferential

direction�

Subscripts
1 � impeller inlet
2 � impeller exit
3 � diffuser inlet
t � total value
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